
HERRING-HALL-MARVIN 

Il-30 INSUlATED MONEY SAFE 
WITH 2 OR 1 HOUR FIRE PROTECTION RATING 

At last, a safe to protect both your records & your cash! 
Now. Herring-Hall Marvin® has combined both fire and burglary protection In a single safe. Available In a variety 
of sizes and colors to fit your office needs, the HHM Insulated money Safe Is designed to protect your records 
and your money against heat, fire and burglary The TL-30 Is available in both two and one hour fire ratings 

The HHM Insulated Money Safe has passed tests by 
Underwriters' Laboratories for both fire and bur
glary UL tests using commonly available burglar 
tools earned it the UL TL-30 label for tool resistant 
safe In heat tests, papers remained undamaged and 
intact after the safe was exposed to raging hre and 
temperatures up to 1850° F (1700° F. for one hour 
models) When exposed to 2000° F. temperatures for 
30 minutes, the safe developed no internal explosive 
pressure that would rupture 11. It then survived the 
impact test, 1n which the safe Is removed from the 
furnace and dropped from a three-story height onto a 
bed of broken bnck, 

Underwriters' Laboratories testing and the construc
tion of the TL-30 qualifies the TL-30 for the preferen
toal Mercantile Safe and Broad Form Insurance 
Class1hcatoon F The body 1s high tensil electrocally
welded steel with doors of high tensll and armor plate 
steel to resist attacks using power driven carbide 
drills, abrasive wheels and similar burglar tools. 

MONOLITE INSULATION 

A heavy wall of this Insulating material surrounds 
safe contents, leaving no voids for heat to penetrate 
and protects paper records during fire, 

SECURITY PLUS ACCESSIBILITY 

The TL-30 is designed for both security and accessI
bIlity, with rectangular door that lets the user take 
advantage of the total capacity of the safe. A variety 
of interiors is available, with key-locking or dual key
locking doors for added protection against unauthor
ized access and holdup. 

UL LISTED RE-LOCKING DEVICE 
Re-locking device deadlocks the bollwork of the safe 
when the lock spindle is driven from the lock. 

FULL-LENGTH LOCKING BAR 
Full-length locking bar and full-length interlocking 
bar at hinge side of door provide locking action based 
on the same principle used In massive oank vaull 
doors. 
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UL label for 
both hre and burglary 

protection 

WIDE DEEP 
U.LApproved ONE HOUR TL-30
1620B 203/, 16% 18 27¾ 
1S24B 24% 16% 18 31% 
1628B 28\11 16% 18 35% 

U.L. Approv•d TWO HOUR TL-30
1820C 20% 16\11 18 273/, 
1624C 24% 16% 18 31% 
1628C 281', 16\11 It 35% 
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